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Introduction

When considering assistance in the frame of task
achievement, multi-agent interaction can be defined as
a set of "request / commitment" pairs. One key problem
is then preventing congestion, that is, to avoid a steady
state of the system such that communication flow drops
under a predefined level.

In [Bestougeff & Rudnianski 1988a, 1988b], we have
introduced an interaction model for a multi-agent
system based on a two-player game of deterrence
together with a control algorithm derived from the game
Boolean solution set. The approach was based on a step
by step analysis. The general case led, for a large
number of agents, to numerous equilibria. Fuzzyfying
the solution set [Rudnianski & Bestougeff 1997, 2000],
enabled an ordering on this set and improvement of the
decision procedure.

In order to refine strategies selection, we shall now
analyze which state transitions lead to congestion.
We present in section 1, the main definitions and
properties of games of deterrence and graphs of
deterrence, then in section 2, agent interactions modeling
using two player games of deterrence and analysis of
congestion control analysis.

Games of Deterrence

While standard Game Theory has dramatically
progressed in the study of equilibria refinements, many
situations occur where players cannot precisely assess
the states of the world, but are still able to say whether a
given state of the world is acceptable ( for them and / or
for the other players) or not.

If a state of the world is considered acceptable, the
associated outcome will be 1, while on the opposite, if
the state of the world is considered unacceptable, the
associated outcome will be 0.
Games of Deterrence aim at analyzing such situations,
by finding satisficing equilibria, that is equilibria such
that each player may reach an acceptable outcome.
Therefore, they aim at deleting as much as possible
strategies that do not enable players to get an acceptable
outcome. Hence, the term deterrence, and the fact that
what is sought in these games is playable strategies.

Basic Definitions and Properties

We consider finite binary bimatrix games (SR, Sc,
A,B,S), with players Row (R), and Column (C), 
respective strategic sets SR (card R =n)andc (cardc
= p).
For any strategic pair (r,c) ~ SRXSc, the outcome for
Row is noted by A(r,c) ~ {0,1}, and the outcome for
Column by B(r,c) ~ {0,1}.
Thus A(r,c) =1 (resp. B(r,c) =1) defines an acceptable
outcome of the player under consideration while "0" is
not.

A strategy r of Row is said to be safe iff Vc~Sc,
A(r,c)=l.
A non-safe strategy is said to be dangerous.
Let J(r) be an index called index of positive playability,
such that :
(i) If r is safe then J(r) = 
(ii) If not,

J(r) = /’/[1-(1-A(r,c))J(c)](1-Jc)(1-JR)
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C~S
c

With jR= l-I (1- J(r) ) = 1-[ (1- J(c)

r~s C~S
R C

If J(r) = 1, strategy ~ S R is said to be positively
playable.
If there are no positively playable strategies in SR that is

j (r) =l, strategy r e R i s said t o be playable by

default.
Similar definitions apply by analogy to strategies c of
Column (C).
A strategy s ~ S = SRU Sc is playable iff it is either
positively playable or playable by default.
The system S of all J(r), r ~ R, and J(c), c ~ c,is
called the playability system of the game.
A solution of S is a consistent set

{ J (ri), J (r2) ..... J (rn), J (cx), J (c2) ..... 
In the general case, there is no uniqueness of the

solution.

A strategic pair (r,c)~ SRXSC is said tO be an equilibrium
of this game if both strategies are playable for some
solution of the playability system.

Given a strategic pair (r,c) ~ SRXSc, r is termed
deterrent strategy vis-?t-vis c iff:

(1) r is playable
(2) B(r,c) 
(3) ~ c~ ~ C, such that J(ci)= 1

It has been shown [Rudnianski, 1991] that a strategy
c~ Sc is playable iff there is no strategy r E SR deterrent
vis-b.-vis c. Thus, the study of deterrence properties
amounts to analyzing the strategies playability
properties.

Graphs of Deterrence

Given a game of deterrence (SR, Sc, A, B,S), we shall
call graph of deterrence, a bipartite graph G on SRXSC
such that, given (r,c) ~ R xSc, there isan arcof origin r
(resp. c) and extremity c (resp. r), iff B(r,c) =0 
A(r,c)=O).

Solving the playability system S amounts to determining
playabilities of the graph vertices. Since a graph can be
decomposed into paths and circuits, we shall call :

- R-path (resp. C-path) a path the root of which is an
element of SR (resp. of So);
- Primary circuit, a circuit such that none of its vertices
has an ancestor that does not belong itself to a circuit;

-~-graph, a graph, that includes neither an R-path nor an C-path.

It is shown (ibid) that 
(i) if G is an R-path (resp. C-path), the only positively
playable strategy for R (resp. C) is the root, while all
strategies of C (resp. of R) are playable by default;
(ii) if G is a primary circuit, all strategies of both players
are playable by default;

Moreover, it is shown (ibid) that through appropriate
cuts, it is always possible to decompose the graph of
deterrence into connected parts, each one being an R-
path, an C-path, or a 13-graph. Hence, depending on
the presence of these elementary components in the
graph, one can distinguish 7 types of games : type
R, type C, type 13, type R-C, type R-13, type C-13,

type R-C-13.

Example

Let us consider the following bimatrix game :

eI c2

rI (1,1) (1,0)
r2 (0,1) (1,1)

Both (rl,Cl) and (rvc2) are Nash equilibria.
Strategies rl and cl are safe which implies that r 2 and c2
are not positively playable and only (rvcl) is a positively
playable equilibrium in the game of deterrence. Hence
the positively playable equilibrium is a refinement of
the Nash equilibrium.
One can see straightforwardly that this conclusion is
always true, since it stems from the above definitions
that the outcome pair associated with a positively
playable equilibrium is (1,1), which in binary games is 
Nash equilibrium.

Congestion Control Analysis

State Representation

At a given time t, each agent may send a request and/or a
commitment to an adjacent agent on the conversational
network. Hence, for any pair of agents (i j), there are 
possible states of i with respect to j. Moreover, requests
may be originated either by agents inside or outside the
network.

We can then associate with every ordered pair of agents
(i,j), a dibit (Aij(t),Bij(t)), where Aij(t) Bij( ) valid ate
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(value I) or inhibit (value requests from i t o j, and
commitments by j to a request sent by i, respectively.
Thus at each tick of the clock, the state of the agents
network can be represented by a Square binary matrix.

This state matrix can be considered as the matrix of a
game of deterrence with two abstract players, the request
function (R) and the commitment function (C), and agent
sets as strategic sets. Each row i (resp. each column j)
represents a strategy r~ of R, (resp. strategy cj of C)
corresponding to emission of a request by agent i (resp.
emission of a commitment by agent j). (A~j(t),B~j(t)) 
outcome vector associated with the selection of strategic
pair (ri,ci) at time 

For instance the example above represents the state
matrix of a two agent system, such that the only way for
a task to be achieved is that it be performed by agent 1.

In order that absence of direct interaction between non-
adjacent agents always prevents the occurrence of safe
strategies, in the sequel, if i and j are two non adjacent
agents, we shall always let (A~i(t),Bjj(t)) = 

Congestion and Congestion Control

Congestion is usually prevented through limitation of the
volume of data allowed to enter the network..

In the multi-agent task flow problem, congestion can be
defined as a sequence of two consecutive identical states
such that no agent is able to cornmit,
It has been shown [Fabiani & Rudnianski, 1993] that the
following algorithm prevents congestion :

1) if player C has a positively playable strategy, an
equilibrium with a positively playable strategy for C
is selected and application of transition rules leads to
the next state matrix

2) If player C has no positively playable strategy, an
equilibrium is selected while the network entries are
closed, and application of transition rules leads to
the next state matrix

transition toward a state for which the risk of congestion
is minimal, if not zero. In the latter case, there is then no
need to trigger the congestion control algorithm, which
closes the network entries, thus slowing down the task
flow.

Consequently, it is important to analyze the possible
correlation between game type and congestion
occurrence.
We shall prove the following :

Proposition
(i) there cannot be congestion for types C,R-C,C-

[3, R-C-~.
(ii) types 13 and type R-I3 can lead to congestion in

some cases
(ii). For type R congestion is always possible

Proof ̄
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

for each of the four types of games, C has a safe
strategy, and hence, commitment being always
possible, there can be no congestion
Games of types [~ and R-[~ may display
positively playable strategies for player C or
not. Congestion is not possible in the first case,
and possible in the second
In a R-type game, strategies of player C are
playable by default. Hence the conclusion.

So when possible, equilibrium selection
should be made in such a way that the game
at the next stage be of one the types C,R-C,C-
13, R-C-~, since then there is no need to trigger the
algorithm.
The second best should consist of equilibria leading to 13
and R-~ type games.
And only if not possible otherwise, an equilibrium
lead!ng to an R type game should be selected.

Evolution of the state over time defines a trajectory.
Satisficing behavioral strategies can then be selected
through a backward induction process by analyzing
preferable transitions with respect to game types.

Congestion Avoidance, Game Types and State
Transitions

When the game displays more than one equilibrium,
equilibrium selection might become of crucial
importance, since it amounts to selecting the next state
of the game. Since congestion obviously depends on the
state, one should look for an equilibrium that triggers a
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